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This case study was first published in BW,
22 July 1997.

European luggage maker Tufflug wanted to
enter the Indian market. But could It dislodge
Monarch, which was offering the Indian
customer good value for money?

AVIS Dee felt more confused
than he was a week ago. After
talking to 17 dealers and
studying a wide range of con-
sumer responses, the general
manager ofTufflug, a large Eu-
ropean luggage manufacturer,

had begun to see a pattern in the way the
Indian luggage industry functioned.

Four years ago, Tufflug had serious plans
to enter India. But the plans were shelved
when the US luggage giant, Gibraltar, tied up
with an Indian firm. The tie-up sent the
Rs 1,000-crore Indian luggage industry into a
tizzy. Equally shocking was Gibraltar's choice of a
partner. It sought neither brand partnership, nor
distribution partners and showed no interest in
buying out local brands. Instead, Gibraltar chose a
plastic sheets manufacturer as its 40% partner in India.

"Weneed to see how this move impacts Gibraltar and
the response of the domestic industry," said Tufflug CEO
Ric Hutton. So, Tufflug decided to wait and watch and sent
Dee to study the market.

Dee saw a totally different plan at work. Gibraltar had not in-
troduced its products in India even after four years of operations.
After setting up a subsidiary in India, Gibraltar had worked at
strengthening its vendor base. The manufacturing base in India,
said to be the third largest in the world, was meant to feed the
West Asian and African markets. It was a clever strategy that sou-
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ght to ensure the indigenisation of raw mate-
rials and components even before the prod-
ucts reached the market. Tuftlug's adviser, Ra-
jen Iyer, from the management consultancy
firm Sprucey & Webb, confirmed that Gibral-
tar was busy harnessing vendors for its raw
material needs - from leather and polymers
to components like locks and wheels.

The kingpin of the Indian luggage indus-
try was Monarch India, with a 70% share in
the Rs 350-crore branded luggage market.
The company marketed moulded luggage

and soft luggage. Over the years, it had
built a strong quality image for itself.

But in the face of a large unorgan-
'lsed sector, which was quick to

clone every new innova-
tion, Monarch was unable to ensure strong

product differentiation. Yet, it had man-
aged to nudge the moulded luggage seg-

ment through a 10% annual growth,
even though the unorganised play-

ers were offering their clones at
half the price.

A market survey by Tufflug
showed that Monarch had
managed to incorporate only
superficial innovations in its
products. Anything more
required changes in the
moulds. But that called for
huge investments which
the low volumes could
not sustain. The study in-
dicated that mere cos-
metic tweaking was not
enough to excite the
consumer. Luggage was
more than locks and
wheels and the stimulant
lay in design ergonomics.
The category itself was
underdeveloped in India,
lacked saliency and grew at
a subsistence level of 12%.

The report said that lug-
gage was seen as a utility

product, not as an accessory,
in India. Purchases were need-

based, not driven by desire. To be
seen as an accessory, a brand had

to be aspirational. Since a good
chunk of the growth came from the

upper end of the market, the report con-
cluded that a new premium brand could

expect to succeed in the market.
The upper-end skew was evident in

Monarch's sales mix. Its premium aspirational brand
Trystaccounted for 15%of the total sales ofRs 200 crore,

andwas growing at30% annually. The soft luggage brand Air-
borne notched up 10%of the sales and was growing at 35%. The
mid-pricedbrand Tenor, which was essentially moulded luggage,
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accounted for 35% of the sales and was grow-
ing at just 10%. The economy brand Uno ac-
counted for 40% of the sales but was growing
at a slow 3%.

"Monarch's sales exemplify the market
pattern, and mean that real growth is hap-
pening at the premium end of the market,"
said Iyer. "To sustain that growth, what is
needed is product innovation that is aimed at
tantalising and delighting the consumer. In
luggage, that means aesthetics, lightness, er-
gonomics and style - not just durability, af-
fordability and security," he added.

"It's ironic," he continued, "that once a
company establishes its image as a quality
manufacturer, the game gets tougher. At that
point, attributes like durability and security

are taken for granted and the consumer demands style and good
looks. Monarch is sure to respond to these demands. It is known
to be a tough player and its product is good."

Iyer felt that the most common stumbling block that a new en-
trant in the premium segment would face was the value for
money equation. "You may have superior quality and may think
that the Indian consumer will not mind paying a premium for a
foreign brand. But the Indian consumer is not really seeking
world-class quality. He is seeking reliable quality, for which he will
pay very little premium," said Iyer.

Products used occasionally had a different value for money
equation when compared to daily-use products like soaps and
shampoos, said Iyer. "Take Ray Ban," he said. "It's very aspira-
tional and its impact is visible. Yet, the consumer felt Rs 1,200was
too much to put down for what he thought was just a sunglass." In
short, the consumer was no longer taking marketing messages as
they came.

Moreover, Monarch had several inherent advantages. It was
an early mover, its image was clear, and it enjoyed a good deal of
trade goodwill. Monarch understood the domestic market and
controlled the trade. Dee realised that Tufflug's, or Gibraltar's,
success would depend on how well the distribution channel was
managed. Clearly, Tufflug would have to focus on relationship
marketing.

Iyer was now clear about Gibraltar's direction. "Gibraltar will
eat into Monarch's share in the upper end of the market. But in the
lower end, the Monarch brand is well fortified. Foreign brands will
not threaten this segment because their high-cost structure
forces them to aim at the upper end."

Dee also wanted to see how consumers responded to products
and attributes, e specially after Monarch launched its Rs 4,000 su-
per premium Entice in the market. Entice was Monarch's first step
towards nurturing the super-premium segment. The company
had studied the consumer's travel needs and had flooded the
market with new products to satisfy those needs. By doing so, it
had squarely hit Gibraltar's pricing strategy. Gibraltar was target-
ing the super-premium segment, where the demand was for aes-
thetics, style and sophistication. But Gibraltar could not come in
at a price that was less than Monarch's because it had to protect its
premium image. "So, its offering will have to be priced upwards of
Rs 4,000," reasoned Iyer.

Before Monarch's Entice was launched, Gibraltar had planned
to enter the market with its Carol brand, which was priced at
Rs 2,000. "Now that won't be possible," explained Iyer. "But the
good news is that Entice is selling. If the Indian consumer is ready
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to pay that price, then there is a market in that segment, although
the volumes may not be significant," he said.

"But why hasn't Gibraltar entered the market yet?" asked Dee.
"One reason could be that the grey market is still very strong in

India. For its dilution, the domestic price of the Gibraltar must be
lower than the grey market price. That can happen either through
lower costs or higher volumes. It's a vicious circle," said Iyer. "Cut-
ting costs could be counter-productive as it would impact the
quality of the India-made Gibraltar. Which is why Gibraltar is
working on gearing its vendor base now," he said.

Both Iyer and Dee felt that a feedback from the trade was cru-
cial. A dealer study would give them relevant insights into the
business and into Gibraltar's saliency in India. More importantly,
it would give Dee an opportunity to see the consumer in a buying
situation. He could find out what exactly triggered the purchase
when he saw a customer buying an Entice.

HE two met 17 dealers across the western and northern re-
gions to assess their perception of Gibraltar's entry. The re-
sponses varied starkly. Some said Monarch would not be af-
fected. Others felt that competition was good for the trade,
while many claimed that there was a strong demand for

Gibraltar luggage.
At Holiday Home in Mumbai, Sahru Valia, a dealer, said: "The

customer has either heard of Monarch's Entice, or seen its adver-
tisements. In both cases, he will ask for the brand by name. But in
all cases, the Monarch name is taken for granted."

Dee also talked to customers. When a customer came in and
asked for "a good Monarch model", Dee asked him if he had used
any other brand before. "I have always used a Monarch. I used it
the first time 20 years ago when my father retired and was given a
Monarch by his colleagues as a farewell gift. Until then, we had
used only unbranded luggage." He now owned three Monarchs,
one in the low-priced range and two in the mid-priced range.
Now, he wanted to move up to the premium category. "I am going
overseas and want to buy a premium Monarch brand. After all, it's
not often that one buys luggage."

Clearly, there was no need to sell the Monarch brandname-
the customer was already hooked to it. "The brand is already
rooted in the customer's mind. I cannot offer any low-grade brand
to a customer who asks for Monarch by name, right? I can only
show him the few foreign brands which I stock and check his in-
terest," said Valia.

Valia did have some Gibraltar and Delsey models. These were
used pieces sold to the retailer by people who had bought them on
overseas trips. Priced marginally higher than the upper-end
Monarch products, these foreign models evoked the interest of
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customers who had a specified outlay for the purchase.
For the upper-end customer, Monarch was usually the bench-

mark brand. When a customer at Mumbai's Baggain Counter
asked for a topline model, the dealer showed him an Entice. The
customer was surprised to see that it was a Monarch brand. But
shortly, he asked to see some imported brands also. "If this is the
quality of Monarch, I may as well look at some imported ones
too," he said.

Meanwhile, Dee's research indicated that Gibraltar had the
highest brand recall and saliency among foreign brands. When-
ever consumers were asked what foreign brands they knew of,
Gibraltar was t the top of the mind. That was partly because there
were more Gibraltars in the grey market than Delseys or any other.
While consumers did ask for foreign brands, they usually showed
interest only when a Gibraltar was mentioned. The perception
was that it was a better product than Monarch.

"I know I can sell a Gibraltar suitcase easily since many
customers ask for it by name. Even if a customer does not ask for
the brand by name, when I offer a Gibraltar, its recall is very high.
It may not be top-of-the-mind recall, but it is certainly recalled
at the aided level. So the customer does know of the brand,"
said the dealer.

Dee had seen how salient the Monarch brand was in India. In
all the cities he had visited, the brand usage was very high. But the
attraction of Gibraltar seemed to co-exist in the market. Dee won-
dered whether Tufflug and Gibraltar could co-exist in the world of
Monarch's Entice.

"Indian consumers won't stop buying a Monarch," said Iyer.
"The middle class will always remain price sensitive. Besides, In-
dians don't buy luggage very often. It's at best once in 4-5 years
among the middle and lower segments. "Purchases were more to
add to the existing capacity and rarely for replacing old luggage.
AsValia said: "Indians have not yet evolved economically to throw
away the outdated or the old-fashioned. Therefore, the replace-
ment purchases will be that much less."

All this meant an uphill task for Tufflug. Monarch was well-ac-
cepted and affordable. Gibraltar was the well-known foreign
brand. Tufflug's value delivery had to be strong, and its differen-
tiator stronger, so that it created a brand saliency. It was the only
way to make a prospective customer consider the Tufflug brands
favourably.

Dee could see a competitive war looming on the horizon. The
super premium segment was going to be the hot seat. At the same
time, it would be unviable to nibble at the low volumes in that
segment. Even if Gibraltar came in successfully, as it seemed it
would, Monarch was not going to sit back and whimper. It had al-
ready made aggressive moves to ward off and withstand compe-

tition from Gibraltar.
"It will be worth watching the action for the next
12 months," said Iyer. "Gibraltar has a price

strategy to address. If the Entice is selling, so
will Gibraltar, even if it's costlier by 15%. The
foreign tag will be an incentive. Monarch
will not be able to counter this image of
Gibraltar and would then have to sell very
heavily on features. It would have to create
a rationale for ensuring that the current
buyers of Monarch do not shift brands. But

Gilbraltar is bound to break the brand iner-
tia since people want something new, some-

thing different. Then, from the distribution
viewpoint, the dealers are also waiting for compe-
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tition from a foreign brand because 80% of the volumes come
from Monarch," he added -,

Valia echoed the feelings. "Monarch's monopolistic hold on
the retail trade is intimidating because we have no negotiating
power. The kind of discounts we get satisfy neither the consumer
nor the dealer because our margins have been squeezed. Dealers
have been looking for higher absolute margins coming from a
higher value brand. We may not sell that many Gibraltar suit-
cases, but we will still get a better bottomline from the brand. Be-
sides, Gibraltar's, or any other foreign brand's, servicing stan-
dards will be much higher. Since it controls the market, a certain
apathy has crept into Monarch's service standards. A new brand
could break this apathy."

Importantly, any new brand would be advertising-driven
which would be good for the trade. "The Monarch brandname is
pre-sold and it does limited advertising. New brands will be ag-
gressiveand it will inject a lot oflife into the category. We need that
aggression; it has been absent largely because oflack of competi-
tion. So, selling across the counter becomes that much easier for
all the dealers and the throughput from the retail outlet will be
that much more," said Valia.

Valia,like other dealers, was eager to see the category advertis-
ing increase. "It will be good to have competition. The advertising
of the Monarch brands will also increase because the company
willbe on the defensive."

"The dealer is going to playa very Significant role," he contin-
ued. "If Gibraltar is not able to get dealers at the higher end to
stock its products, there is absolutely no way the new brand will
be able to get visibility."

"But that is just 15% of the luggage market," said Iyer. "do you
see a similar need in the mid-priced segment?"

"The consumer will never be satisfied for long with what the
market is offering today. He is bound to seek better options. But
the pricing must be right. Indians aren't willing to pay the sky for
quality,"Valia said.

"But the Indian consumer is brand conscious, isn't he?"
asked Iyer.

"Yes,he is. You saw how he asks for luggage by name. He will
aspire for a Gibraltar, but at the same time, many consumers are
content with a Monarch. Mere aesthetics or a foreign brandname
won't attract them. Indians are value conscious and will convert
to a Gibraltar or Tufflug only when the value, pricing and brand
image are very good. The consumer is willing to pay a 15-20% pre-
mium, but not 50% or 100%."

Dee wondered how Gibraltar's value equation would be per-
ceivedby the Indian consumer. Market sources said Monarch was
plan ing to launch several new products - ranging from the

popular to the premium models priced at Rs 7,000. The aim was to
force Gibraltar to up its price by at least 20% to maintain its pre-
mlrrn lmage.

At the same time, the trade felt that competition was neces-
sary. "That is the only way we are going to break Monarch's mo-
nopoly," said a dealer. Dealers of mid-priced and low-priced lug-
gage agreed, but felt that it would be very difficult to break into
Monarch's turf. "It won't be possible to make a significant dent in
Monarch's marketshare. Tuffiugwon't be able to penetrate the low
and mid-priced segments with the kind of prices it is planning be-
cause Monarch is present in all the price points from Rs 299 to
Rs 4,750," the dealer added.

THE consumer's perception was another issue. "Monarch
enjoys a virtual monopoly because it has understood the
consumer's needs. Its products are designed keeping in
mind the income and demands of the consumer. A
Monarch consumer understands value economics and

views the quality delivery of Monarch in the higher price seg-
ments more favourably than of Gibraltar," the dealer said. The
Monarch brand represented a set of values for its consumers. For
the same values, he was willing to pay Rs 4,000 for an Entice.

"There is one thing about the Indian consumer: he will spend
more on daily-use products than on items he will use twice a
year," said Valia. The average consumer used a suitcase twice a
year. But upper-end products like the Entice or Gibraltar were
aimed at travelling executives, who spent 15 days out of town
every month, or families that frequently went on holidays. "But
also consider how Indian homes are constructed. They are not all
equipped to store a Rs 5,000 bag. It's not the sort of bag you store
in a lift. So, when you spend Rs 5,000, you are also anxious to care
for it," said Valia.

Iyerwas confident that Tuffiug, which had beenin the luggage
market for over 70 years, would bring in innovations that the In-
dian consumer had not seen before. "Then, a 20% premium will
seem very small to the-Indian consumer," he felt. However, Iyer
also realised that for converting Monarch users to Tufflug, the
product would have to be substantially different.

The luggage market was largely divided into two categories:
durable luggage and functional luggage. The mid-priced afford-
able brands would be successful here. There was also a small
niche which sought aesthetics and innovative features. "The
middle class will go for durability and functionality, but is very
value-conscious," said Iyer. "While it has heard of foreign brands
like Gibraltar and Delsy, it isn't really hankering for them.
My feeling is that Gibraltar will not find it easy to eat into
Monarch's market." •
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ANALYSISI: R AN CHI BA

Need To Change UserHabits
Rajan Chibba is managing director of Intrim Business Associates, a global strategy and fulfillment firm which
works in consumer goods, services and infrastructure areas. Chibba has created a model for forecasting con-
sumer product response to new brands, called the Delta Habit Factor, which he uses in the following analysis.

N the face of it, this case presents stand Monarch's success from the DHF identify which of the other habit change
the classic dilemma of price seg- perspective. Monarch governed market- factors it can focus on, leveraging its re-
mentation faced by a new interna- share by concentrating on two habit search and development and financial
tional brand of luggage that is change factors: muscle. Some options have been given in
planning a foray into the Indian • Altering the duration of use of the the table below.

market. Is it premium or non-premium? If product (moulded luggage is more Gibraltar then has to assess Monarch's
premium, how much premium? Compli- durable than the one previously used). ability to 'follow' its own strategy till the
eating the matter is the strong and nimble • Changing the attributes of the product spread of response, ability to respond, cost
Indian competitor, Monarch, which strad- (people could carry the suitcases them- ofresponding and dissonance with exist-
dIes every price segment in the luggage selves, unlike the trunks of the past). ing process which could hamper its ability
market and is moving into the emerging By focussing on and reinforcing these to respond. For example, Monarch would
new premium segments. habit changes through consistent com- find it easy to create sub- brands for each

Under the circumstances, Gibraltar (or
any other foreign brand) has to break away
from the price basis of segmentation for the
moment and re-focus on the consumer.

An extremely useful method of identi-
fying the window of opportunity is the
Delta Habit Factor (DHF) framework. This
framework essentially postulates that the
marketshare of a brand in a product cate-
gory is strongly correlated to the degree of
habit changes the product can include in
the consumer. These habit changes pro-
vide an overt 'experience' to the consumer
to rationalise his brand satisfaction which
leads to purchase. That, in turn, leads to a
higher marketshare.

The battle for marketshare is hence ac-
tually a battle for 'share of habit'. In this
case, therefore, it is useful to shift the issue
from premium vs non-premium, to that of
'which habits of consumers can be
changed by a new entrant' and what the
new entrant needs to do to facilitate these
changes in habits in terms of products,
pricing, promotion and distribution.

As a first step, it is necessary to under-

Gibraltar's Options
Habit Change Factor Habits Gibraltar Could Alter

Doing new things with
the product

Change the way people carry items inside the bag. For example, wet
towels, dirty laundry and so on. Change the way the baggage is stored
when not in use. For example, sizes to frt cupboards and lofts.

Change sharing habits Create different bags for each family member to satisfy specific moods

Change buying habits After replacement rates through trade-ins, door-to-door campaigns
and so on

munication, Monarch has occupied these
'habit' slots using the vehicles of durabil-
ity, aesthetics and convenience.

Any new entrant, therefore, would find
it difficult and expensive to fight against
Monarch on these 'habit change' platforms
- notwithstanding the international
brands' experience in the world markets.

The solution for Gibraltar would be to

family member, but may be hampered in
responding to the first and third habit
change option.

Awinsome product, appropriate com-
munication and a sound distribution stra-
tegy leveraging these DHFs will allow Gib-
raltar to charge a premium and conso-
lidate marketshare. Otherwise the brand
could go the way ofAmerican Tourister. _
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ANAlYSIS II: ISAAC JACOB

Tough Battle In Store
IsaacJacob is chief marketing officer at Tata Mutual Fund. He is on the faculty of Mumbai's Jamnalal Bajaj
Institute of Management Studies and SCMHRD (Pune and Nashik). Earlier, he was vice-president at SSC&B,
Lintas, Mumbai.

NDEED, one can well understand the
dilemma confronting Rajan Iyer while
attempting to make a definite state-
ment about the future scenario in the
luggage market. The situation con-

fronting the consumer now can best be de-
scribed as that of euphoric inertia where
the consumer is satisfied with both the
quality and image of his current brand-
Monarch. However, this situation may
change dramatically for Monarch once
Gibraltarand Tufflug are launched. But the
newcomers must be able to meet the con-
sumer's latent expectations and follow
strongbrand positioning options.

The global impact of Gibraltar's re-
search and development programmes,
purchase and scale economies and the
learning curve effect could well be trans-
lated into perceived quality benefits for
upper-end Indian consumers. The grey
marketthreat, especially in the major met-
ros' could be nullified by Gibraltar by
achieving price parity with imported
products.Also,the tilt in favour of Gibral-
tarcouldbe through the after-sales service
route which the grey market products
clearlylack.

Gibraltar could emphasise the supe-
rior quality of its products vis-a-vis
Monarch.In a category where superficial
product superiority can be easily neu-
tralised through imitation, Gibraltar may
well concentrate on building its equity
around perceived product quality differ-
entials through unique product benefits
hitherto not experienced by the upwardly
mobi'c, discerning Indian traveller. Such
emphasis builds brand power due to two
factors.The first is that the perceived prod-
uctqualityis linked to and drives other as-
pectsofhowa brand is perceived. Second,
it isoften a major (if not the most impor-
tant) strategic thrust area for the brand,
andcitinga recent study, among all other
brand associations, perceived quality
seemsto be the single important parame-
terthat drivesfinancial performance.

Gibraltar'smarket entry strategy could
bebased on a thorough understanding of
the Indian consumer and the category in
particular.Sales of high-priced products,
especially luggage, depend largely on

brand image. Gibraltar seems to have
some aided awareness among consumers,
but may do well to quickly strive to estab-
lish a focused, international quality posi-
tion. The discerning Indian consumer is
not enamoured of an international brand
name and would seek solid rational justifi-
cation for the price premium he is willing
to pay. However, it is not always easy to
draw a clear distinction between func-
tional product features and other differen-
tiating devices. A physical/ functional fea-
ture of the basic product could possibly be
used to distinguish Gibraltar from other
competing products.

Those seeking high-end brands are rela-
tively price- insensitive within a given price-
premium band. If Gibraltar can deliver ra-
tional product quality so that the enhanced
value perception falls within the so-called
acceptable premium price band, the con-
sumer's value surplus can iron out any pos-

image may prove to be an extremely po-
tent combination.

Gibraltar could be expected to exploit
the category-specific opportunities be-
cause of three reasons. There is single-
brand fatigue in the market, consumers
seeking upper-end products are enquiring
about the availability of foreign brands
and there is a possible trade dissent
against Monarch's monopoly.

Having understood the trade well,
Gibraltar may embark on a planned pro-
gramme of upfronting the brand at the re-
tail level and educating the counter sales-
person about the art and science of selling
an international-quality luggage brand.
This would be vital for brand conversion.
The retail selling activities may emphasise
converting product features into specific
consumer benefits. Letting the brand float
through the channel (as in the current
case) could prove suicidal. Gibraltar would

sible price resistance. This is a strong lever-
age that Gibraltar could possibly achieve to
gain a competitive edge over Monarch.

International brands launched in India
that have priced variants' and sub-brands
within a restricted price range have found
themselves in a low-volume high fixed-
cost vicious circle and have ended up with
little or no resources for brand building.
This has proved to be the Waterloo of quite
a number of them. Gibraltar may con-
sciously price its product range, including
its sub-brands, within a wide band to
achieve adequate volumes. This may be
essential to exploit market opportunities.
Strong product offerings in the price range
of Rs 2,000 to Rs 6,000 could quickly open
strategic windows for the brand.

This segment is the most profitable
and appealing with an annual growth rate
of approximately 30%. A strong perceived
quality differential with an international
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strive to control the brand movement till
the time the consumer purchases it from
the counter.

Another area that Gibraltar may focus
is on developing strong trade equity.
Gibraltar's sales (both volume and rate)
would ensure good (absolute) margins for
the retailer, enabling him to realise a
higher return on investment for the space
allocated to the brand. Dealer servicing
standards may also be stepped up to sup-
ply required stock levels in the shortest
possible time.

Gibraltar can surely expect a thunder-
ous showdown in the market. Monarch,
with its massive 70% share of the market,
will be no pushover. In fact, it will be ex-
pected to retaliate with added vigour and
venom. Monarch's future will depend on
what share of the premium luggage mar-
ket it can command.

The investment on new products in the
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premium segment will have to come from
the cash cows. A cash squeeze in the seg-
ment due to loss leader pricing, low vol-
umes, high amortisation cost, and severe
competition from Gibraltar could sud-
denly change the scenario for Monarch.
The cash cows could get under-supported
and the doubtfuls could bleed to death.

Given the inevitable threat of Gibral-
tar's entry, Monarch could do well to follow
a game plan of strategic entrenchment. It
should develop and grow the premium
segment. This emerging segment could
culminate in a win-win situation for both
brands. However, Monarch, being the
market leader, should be able to define
the rules of the game for this segment and
set the pace. As soon as the segment en-
ters the early maturity phase, Monarch
should set and enforce the rules and sub-
sequently consolidate market leadership.

Monarch can hope to achieve this by
exploiting four strategic options: design
and product quality; production econo-
mies; distribution network and sales force.

Design and product quality seem to be
paramount for the category. Monarch
should be able to build ergonomics, light-
ness, international design, style and aes-
thetics into its product. This will ensure
that the marketshare loss in the short run
is minimised. It should also keep in mind
that luggage handling in India has gone
through quite a significant change. It is no
more required to over-engineer durability.
More soft product features on the base val-
ues of durability and reliability will make it
more appealing to the target market.

One of the greatest-advantages of scale

economies is the flexibility in pricing.
Monarch has the freedom oflowering each
rung of the price ladder, thereby nullifying,
and possibly reversing, the value percep-
tion of Gibraltar.

Another potent weapon for Monarch is
the distribution network. This is a strong
barrier for entry for Gibraltar and Tufflug.
Being an old player, Monarch should con-
trol and motivate the channel members
and wrest advantage in the market. It
shouldn't give any elbow room to Gibraltar
and Tufflug.

The quality and number of sales per-

end of the market, being an upgrading
one, will not allow Tufflug leeway for im-
age-building, growth or profits. Also, the
number and kind of channel members it
will have to deal with may be beyond
Tufflug's capabilities. On the other hand,
the upper end seems to be growing; it
holds good profit potential, but will soon
be viciously competitive. Marketshare
could be gained at premium price. If
Tufflug is launched in the next 12 months,
the only segment that holds some
prospects is the upper end of the mid-
priced segment. The volumes are large,
though the growth prospects may not be
very rosy. Yet, given a good value for
money range of luggage in the moulded
and soft luggage category with equal em-
phasis on suitcases and briefcases, Tufflug
may be able to wrest share from Monarch.

The latter will now have to fight both
brands, which may be very expensive.

sonnel can make a telling impact in the
short run. Awell-trained, motivated sales
force could thwart the possibility of com-
petitors getting a stable foothold. It is also
assumed that the trade relations built by
Monarch are currently far stronger than
what Gibraltar or Tufflug can achieve in the
short run. Monarch can be expected to
strongly upgrade its product offering,
strengthen dealer margins and profits,
change its image through strongly focused
advertising and dramatically increase its
advertising and promotional spends to out-
shout and outgun Gibraltar and Tufflug.

Given the market scenario, what
should Tufflug's strategy be? The bottom

Also, if Gibraltar becomes the leader in the
premium segment, it will alter the relative
image perception of Monarch as the over-
all market leader. This loss in image could
erode the brand's equity in the mid-priced
segment. If Tufflug positions itself as the
tough, all-purpose, value for money inter-
national brand, there could be a good
chance of customers switching to Tufflug.
But at best, Tufflug can be a niche player,
with growth coming from grabbing a share
from Monarch.

All in all, there seems to be some awak-
ening taking place in the luggage market,
and it may well be a few years before the
dust finally settles down. •


